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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
(Editor's note: Readers of the CEAL Bulletin are very grateful to Mr. Thomas H.
Lee, Chairperson of the CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing, for his
energy and continuing devotion to solving the problems which arise in connec
tion with these matters. Normally this section of the Bulletin is devoted
entirely to material prepared by him. For the present issue, however, Mr. Lee
reports that he has been able to secure only one item--a report on a meeting
of the ALA Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials, held in Los
Angeles in late June 1983. This report deals with the presentation made there
by Library of Congress representatives, who discussed the Library's participa
tion in the RLG-CJK and JACKPHY/MARC programs.
Since tlie information made available at that June meeting has in some respects
been outdistanced by events, I have requested a statement of recent and current
developments from Mrs. Lucia J. Rather, Director of Cataloging, Office of the
Assistant Librarian for Processing Services, Library of Congress. This update
was prepared in late October by Mrs. Harriet Zais-Gabbert of the Automation
Planning and Liaison Office (APLO). The statement was reviewed by Ms. Barbara J.
Roland, Chief, APLO, and by Mrs. Rather. It is therefore the fullest and most
recent account we have from the Library of Congress on the handling of Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean vernacular publications. This statement is here given in
its entirety, together with printouts of cataloging for one work in each of
these three languages. I am following this statement with a brief notice
published in the Library ofCongress Information Bulletin on August 8, 1983,
on the matter of JACKPrTY/MARC records, and with quotations from an OCLC press
release on October 18, 1983, announcing a new approach by OCLC to the handling
of material in East Asian languages.
Insofar as JACKPHY/MARC is concerned, I am informed that although at present it
is being used to produce full romanized records for all works cataloged in the
seven JACKPHY languages, the CJK portion of this will be phased out as more and
more works in these languages are entered into the RLG-CJK operation. At present
the RLG-CJK undertaking is still a pilot project; not all of the terminals have
been installed, and only part of the cataloging staff has been trained. After
its scope has been extended to cover all of the CJK materials which are being
given full cataloging, the JACKPHY operation will be reduced to handling records
for Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, and Yiddish.
M regards the OCLC announcement, I am informed that a demonstration will be
given at LC on December 1 for the information of staff members, but it is not
expected that LC will take an active part in this program.)
(E. G. B.)
I.

Library of Congress RLG/CJK Project Update

At 8:30 a.m. Monday, September 12, the Library- of Congress created the first
online cataloging record to contain Chinese vernacular script in the Research
Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) RLIN data base. Within minutes of this, vernacular
records were added by Columbia and Princeton into the data base, and a new
phase of online bibliographic information sharing began. RLG has reported
that, as of the end of October, staff in eight libraries have been trained in
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using the CJK enhancements to the RLIN system and are actively adding records
to the file. The eight libraries are the Library of Congress, Columbia
University, Princeton University, Hoover Institution at Stanford University,
Cornell University, the University of Michigan, Brigham Young University, and
the Los Angeles County Public Library.
The completion of the CJK extensions to RLIN permits the network's users who
hold vernacular materials to enter their own records and search for each
other's for all the purposes the system serves. These include online refer
ence for patrons, interlibrary loan requests, preorder searching, acquisitions
processing, cataloging, and catalog maintenance. RLIN users with terminals
other than the CJK terminals will be able to display the romanized portions
of CJK records. An even greater number of users can thus take advantage of
the additional reference and cataloging information these records contribute
to the data bases' files.

RLG CJK Terminals Installed at LC
Eight RLG CJK (Chinese-Japanese-Korean) terminals were installed in the Library
of Congress in June 1983. Another sixteen terminals are scheduled for instal
lation at LC over the next several months. Approximately 50 RLG CJK terminals
will be installed in participating libraries during this initial year of the
project.
The RLG CJK terminals were manufactured by Transtech International Corp. and
were designed specifically to interact with RLG's Research Libraries Informa
tion Network (RLIN) online technical processing system. The special CJK
terminal is actually a cluster of hardware and software that includes a micro
computer controller for one to four video work stations and a specially modified
General Electric 3000 series printer.
The keyboard has 179 keys, 135 of which contain 245 Chinese character components,
96 Japanese katakana and hiragana characters, 33 Korean hangul letters, and the
ALA extended roman alphabet character set. The remaining keys are function
and conrol keys. The terminal uses a component entry input system which allows
the user to enter characters by keying in a sequence of their constituent shapes.
Despite their complexity, it takes only an average of 3.6 keystrokes to create
a Chinese character. Participants in the project have the capability at this
point of creating more than 13,500 Chinese and Japanese characters, plus some
2000 Korean characters. Potentially, the number of characters created using
the RLG CJK terminals could be greater than 33,000.

Library of Congress CJK Pilot Project
Approximately 35 cataloging staff members in LC's Processing Services have been
trained in using the system. They are participating in a pilot project at LC
which began October 11 and is scheduled to last at least through the end of the
year. During the pilot project, the Library will input 251 of its monographic
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean cataloging in both vernacular and romanized form
into the RLIN system. Two different workflows are used in the pilot in order
to determine how best to incorporate the new automation procedures and eouipment.
Under Scenario A, the catalog record is created online in stages. New data is
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added by the divisions at LC responsible for descriptive cataloging, subject
cataloging, shelflisting, and, the case of Chinese materials, Decimal Classi
fication. Under Scenario B the catalog record is also created in stages which
correspond to the present flow of the material through the cataloging process
but a worksheet is used and the full record is entered into RLIN at the end
of the cataloging process. In Scenario B, an abbreviated descriptive catalog
ing record is entered first intc the RLIN system by preliminary and preparatory
catalogers. This online RLIN record remains unmodified until the cataloging
has been completed, at which time the RLIN record is updated from the worksheet.
Following the pilot project, the remaining Library of Congress CJK Processing
Services staff will be trained in the use of the CJK-enhanced RLIN system.
By mid-1984 it is anticipated that all monographic Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean cataloging will be performed using the RLIN system. The Library's
Asian Division, Research Services, is also participating in the CJK project
and is scheduled to receive two of the CJK terminals being installed at the
Library-.
It is also anticipated that by mid-1984 tapes of the Library's CJK records
will be provided to LC by RLIN for inclusion in LC's computer system. At
that point, it *s planned that LC will load the romanized portion of the
records into LC's internal system for local use. These romanized records
would then be available for searching and retrieval in LC's system and for
distribution in the MARC Distribution Service. LC's romanized records alsc
will be included in the microfiche National Union Catalog.
The Library of Congress is also considering the possibility of distributing
tapes of its combined vernacular and romanized CJK records if there is any
interest in the library community. The Library will continue to print CJK
cards containing vernacular and romanized fields. It is, in addition, exploring
the feasibility of producing cards with vernacular and romanized fields directly
from the tapes of its CJK records.
At present, CJK terminals have been installed at six RLG member institutions
and at the Los Angeles County Public Library as well as the Library of Congress.
By 1984, six more RLG owner members and two associate members will join these
institutions in entering Fast Asian records in RLIN. The sixteen institutions
that will be sharing their vernacular materials online with each other and the
rest of the network are the Library of Congress, Columbia University, the New York
Public Library, the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, Yale University,
the University of Michigan, the University of Pennsylvania, Princeton University,
Brown University, Cornell University, the University of Minnesota, the University
of Toronto, the University of Chicago, Rutgers University, Brigham Young Univer
sity, and the Los Angeles County Public Library.
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II.

JACKPHY Records Available

On June 8, implementation of the Library's JACKPHY/MARC program began with the
first group of JACKPHY (Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Persian, and Yiddish)
language monographs being cataloged under new guidelines. These guidelines allow
Processing Services to create, in addition to the traditional mixed vernacular
and romanized Library of Congress printed card, a romanized fiill MARC record,
thereby making machine-readable cataloging available for all monographs processed
by the Library.
Romanized cataloging will be available either through the MARC Distribution
Service or through the National Union Catalog Computer-Output-Microfiche
catalog (NUC Books). The familiar vernacular cataloging will be available only
in printed card format. For specific ordering information please contact
Cataloging Distribution Service, Customer Service Section, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. 20541.
(From Library of Congress Information Bulletin, August 8, 1983)
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HI.

Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) Announces New Approach to
East Asian Languages'

Rowland C. W. Brown, President of OCLC, has announced that OCLC and Asiagraphics
of Mt. Sinai, New York, have entered into negotiations leading toward the
development of a Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) library support package. The
package and a CJK word processor already developed by Asiagraphics will be
marketed and supported by OCLC. Mr. Brown made the announcement at a meeting
of the Research Libraries Advisory Committee to OCLC which was being held in
conjunction with the Annual Membership Meeting of the Association of Research
Libraries in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
The system allows users to retrieve transliterated Chinese records from the OCLC
database, and, using software developed by Asiagraphics, display on the terminal
screen or print out these records in pictographic characters using a dot-matrix
printer attached to the OCLC M300 workstation (a modified IBM-PC). The software
will be able to support both the pinyin and Wade-Giles transliteration schemes
as well as full and simplified character sets of the Chinese language. Develop
ment of retrieval capabilities for Japanese and Korean records is under way.
Production of catalog cards in Chinese, Japanese and Korean characters is also
being developed.
According to Andrew Wang, Manager of OCLC's Online Systems Products and Services
Department, OCLC and Asiagraphics are taking a user-oriented approach to develop
ing non-Roman alphabet capabilities for the OCLC Online System. "OCLC users
will be able to retrieve Chinese language records from an OCLC M500 workstation
without a special Chinese-character keyboard," he said. "A terminal operator
will be able to use the system after only four hours of training. They will
not need to learn to use a Chinese-character keyboard."
Mr. Wang, who is also the OCLC Product Manager for the CJK system, said that
OCLC is approaching access to Chinese materials in the database based on phonetics
rather than the shape of the Chinese characters. "Chinese scholars, for instance,
will be able to refer to not only fields transliterated under the pinyin or
Wade-Giles schemes, but they will also be able to view their corresponding
Chinese characters on the screen of an OCLC M300," he said. "This will make
access to this information much better for scholars who read or speak Chinese."
Mr. Wang said that the improved access for Chinese scholars will be augmented
by the fact that the library will not have to acquire a specially-designed key
board (having over 200 characters), terminal and a special printer capable of
printing Chinese characters. "The software being developed for the M500 work
station will provide research librarians with a great deal of flexibility," he
said.
Chris George, President of Asiagraphics, said: "The Asiagraphics CJK software
is written in a modular way so that other vernacular scripts, such as Hebrew or
Cyrillic, may be added with relative ease. Another important feature, which
contributes to the very reasonable user cost, is that standard hardware is
utilized for operation of the Asiagrphics software."
(Adapted from an OCLC press release of October 18, 1983. More information can
be obtained by calling Mr. Phil Schieber at (614) 764-6144)
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